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Abstract

While machine learning in autonomous vehicles 
development has increased significantly in the 
past few years, the use of reinforcement learning 

(RL) methods has only recently been applied. Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNNs) became common for their powerful 
object detection and identification and even provided end-to-
end control of an autonomous vehicle. However, one of the 
requirements of a CNN is a large amount of labeled data to 
inform and train the neural network. While data is becoming 
more accessible, these networks are still sensitive to the format 
and collection environment which makes the use of others’ 
data more difficult. In contrast, RL develops solutions in a 
simulation environment through trial and error without 
labeled data. Our research expands upon previous research 
in RL and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and the appli-
cation of these algorithms to 1/18th scale cars by expanding 
the application of this control strategy to a full-sized passenger 

vehicle. By using this method of unsupervised learning, our 
research demonstrates the ability to learn new control strate-
gies while in a simulated environment without the need for 
large amounts of real-world data. The use of simulation envi-
ronments for RL is important as the unsupervised learning 
methodology requires many trials to learn appropriate desired 
behavior. Running this in the real-world would be expensive 
and impractical, however the simulation enables the solutions 
to be  developed at low cost and time as the process can 
be accelerated beyond real-time. The simulation environment 
has high-fidelity to model vehicle dynamics as well as 
rendering capability for domain adaptation, and guarantees 
successful simulation-to-real world transfer. Traditional 
control algorithms are used on the strategies developed to 
ensure a proper mapping to the physical vehicle it is being 
applied to. This approach results in a low cost, low data 
solution that enables control of a full-sized, self-driving 
passenger vehicle.

Introduction

The goal of this experiment was to demonstrate the 
application of reinforcement learning algorithms 
trained in a virtual environment and deployed in the 

real world in a closed course setting. As autonomous vehicle 
racing has become increasingly popular of the past few years. 
From local events for RC sized cars hosted consistently in 
Oakland, CA to sporadic events all over the world, these have 
allowed interested developers to send a smaller scale car 
around a simulated track using various techniques of machine 
learning. Full sized vehicles have seen their own races as well, 
with the Self-Racing Cars event hosted annually in California. 
There are even commercial companies such as RoboRace that 
created a sport out of autonomous vehicle racing. These are 
all exciting applications of machine learning in closed-course 
racing that have become possible in recent years.

While all of these applications rely on Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN) as their machine learning 

approach, CNNs require a large amount of data for the 
system to learn from. This has to be gathered from similar 
setups, and can be sensitive to many things like lighting, 
sensor placement and calibration. Here we  present the 
ability to use reinforcement learning as an alternative that 
allows the development of new control models without the 
need for extensive data gathering. Reinforcement learning 
is an approach in machine learning and artificial intelli-
gence where a system is allowed to explore a solution space, 
and systematically find solutions that work. The training of 
reinforcement learning algorithms benefit exponentially 
from a simulation environment since agents are able to 
explore their environment and solution space with little or 
no supervision and consequence. Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) has developed a platform for developers to start using 
reinforcement learning in automotive applications. New 
technologies such as the Polysync DriveKit and AWS 
DeepRacer project demonstrate the ability to lower the 
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barrier of entry to both autonomous vehicle and reinforce-
ment learning algorithm development.

A few different challenges had to be overcome to make 
this experiment a success. Transitioning from a simulated 
environment to a real-world environment is the ability to 
recreate the conditions such as system level latency, environ-
mental changes, and other unpredictable behaviors or 
scenarios that a vehicle will experience in the field. Simulations 
have grown more sophisticated in using techniques such as 
procedurally generated scenarios with tunable permutations 
and actors, as well as enabling ingestion of real-world data 
and scenarios to learn from. Modeling accurate sensor calibra-
tion models, problems, and performance is also a major chal-
lenge to recreate or account for in simulations, as hardware 
has grown increasingly complex and rich in features to aid an 
autonomous system with more information and redundancy. 
Simulations, however, are a valuable tool to test all compo-
nents of the system in isolation in both good and bad condi-
tions as simulations offer an opportunity to introduce fault 
injection and certain failures that could happen to a func-
tioning autonomous system.

The technology both systems use and how they are inte-
grated together is discussed before demonstrating the deploy-
ment of a reinforcement learning model on a full-sized 
passenger vehicle on an actual race track. We also analyze the 
results of this experiment and compare them to a previously 
published SAE paper and experiment that was conducted that 
used a single camera and a deep neural network solution [1].

Production Vehicle 
Control Using Polysync’s 
Drivekit
One of the challenges in autonomous vehicle development is 
the seamless command and control of the vehicle as expected 
as a driver through Drive-By Wire (DBW). For most of the 
automotive history, vehicles have been controlled with 
mechanical and electrical controls directly linked to their 
respective busses and systems, which have required manual 
input from the driver to command and control the vehicle. In 
recent years, the automotive industry has begun adopting the 
fly-by-wire technology [2] from the aviation industry. These 
systems use indirect electronic control of mechanical compo-
nents. This key change allows for autonomous vehicles to 
be electronically controlled without the needs for a specialized 
mechanical robotic system to physically move the controls of 
the vehicle.

Polysync’s DriveKit is designed to enable vehicle control 
and abstract the vehicle as a connected device for developers. 
Most vehicles designed today use a common area network 
(CAN) in order to facilitate communications across multiple 
systems in the vehicle. The CAN also provides status and 
control information about the vehicle. By using a proprietary 
method of reverse engineering, Polysync utilizes the vehicles 
OBD-II port, CAN, and a custom designed wiring harness to 
read vehicle status and write control commands to the vehicle. 

In order to maintain the manufacturer’s safety standards, 
sensor imposition is used to enable control while allowing all 
driver commands to be passed through to the vehicle for normal 
operation and safety monitoring. DriveKit utilizes multiple 
Microcontrollers (MCUs) to enable seamless reliable commu-
nication with any computer by sending position commands for 
acceleration and braking and torque or angle for steering. 
Examples for how to communicate with DriveKit and commu-
nication procedures can be found on the OSCC Github [3].

Enabling Autonomous 
Vehicle Algorithms Using 
Deepracer and Aws 
Services
AWS DeepRacer robocar is an educational platform to learn 
and develop deep reinforcement learning algorithms for 
autonomous driving using cloud services. Users configure the 
robocar before deploying it into a simulation environment 
where it learns how to drive by trial-and-error by exploring a 
discrete action space of finite actions. The range is defined by 
the maximum speed and the absolute value of the maximum 
steering angles. The granularity define the number of speeds 
and steering angles the agent has. It utilizes a high-fidelity 
simulation environment with a physics-engine based on visual 
observations, to optimize a long-term objective, i.e., complete 
a lap as fast as possible (see Figure 2). For autonomous driving, 
the AWS DeepRacer vehicle receives input images streamed 
at 15 frames per second from the front camera. The raw input 
is downsized to 160x120 pixels in size and converted to gray-
scale images. Responding to an input observation, the vehicle 
reacts with a well-defined action of specific speed and steering 
angle based on the action space. The actions are converted to 
low-level motor controls to enable movement in the actual 
AWS DeepRacer robocar. Reinforcement Learning (RL) has 
been used to accomplish diverse robotic tasks: manipulation 
[4, 5, 6, 7], locomotion [8, 9], navigation [10, 11, 12, 13], flight 
[14, 15], interaction [16, 17], motion planning [18, 19] and more.

 FIGURE 1  Polysync Drivekit Architecture
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There are multiple cloud services used to train an RL 
agent for AWS DeepRacer. The main services that enable 
training and simulation are Amazon SageMaker and AWS 
RoboMaker, respectively. The block diagram in Figure 3 illus-
trates how Amazon SageMaker and AWS RoboMaker interact 
to create a distributed deep reinforcement learning environ-
ment to train and test autonomous agents at scale. AWS 
RoboMaker is a cloud service to develop, test and deploy robot 
software. We initialize our agent, i.e., our neural network 
model, in Amazon SageMaker and store a persistent copy in 
Amazon S3, an object store service. We initialize our environ-
ment in AWS RoboMaker and copy the agent model from S3. 
The agent interacts with the environment and we store the 
experience data collected in Redis, an in-memory database. 
Amazon SageMaker trains the neural network with data 
collected in Redis and updates the neural network models in 
S3. AWS RoboMaker copies the model from S3 and creates 
more experience data. The cycle continues until training stops 
based on a convergence criteria. The same setup can launch 
multiple simulations to train faster or train the agent to 
traverse multiple tracks simultaneously.

Amazon SageMaker is a platform to train and deploy 
machine learning models at scale using Jupyter Notebook as 

an interface. It integrates with popular libraries such as scikit-
learn [20], frameworks such as TensorFlow [21] and eases 
development with tools for hyper-parameter optimization 
and web service based hosting of trained models. AWS 
DeepRacer utilizes Amazon SageMaker RL libraries for 
Clipped Policy Proximal Optimization (PPO) such as Intel 
RL Coach [22] and Ray RLlib [23] libraries that build on top 
of existing deep learning frameworks. The algorithms inte-
grate with environments using the Open AI Gym [24] inter-
face which specifies a standard way to define the state, action, 
reward and episode so that agent can interact with the envi-
ronment. A number of simulators such as PyBullet for 
robotics, EnergyPlus [25] for buildings and Matlab for indus-
trial control are supported by Amazon SageMaker. For AWS 
DeepRacer, we use the RL Coach library that implements the 
PPO algorithm. Policy optimization methods with parame-
trized policies provide the best results in simulation environ-
ments. These methods do not require modeling the dynamics 
of the system to determine the optimal policy. On the other 
hand, when the simulation fidelity is low and contain unmod-
eled dynamics, the policy trained in the simulation perform 
poorly in the real-world.

The simulation environment is developed with AWS 
RoboMaker and uses OpenAI Gym to interface with the RL 
Coach library. We built the robocar assets including camera, 
actuators, and Ackerman driving models in Gazebo [26]. 
Gazebo consists of several components that work together to 
create a high fidelity robotics simulation. A robot model 
describes each component of the DeepRacer car - the chassis, 
wheels, camera - their dimensions, how they link with each 
other, their properties such as mass, field of view of the camera. 
We specify the model using the Unified Robot Description 
Format (URDF) and our model is inspired from the MIT 
Racecar [27]. We create our tracks and background environ-
ment using a 3D modeling software, and import these assets 
into Gazebo. A physics engine simulates the laws of physics 
with the robot model and takes into account factors like colli-
sion, friction and acceleration of the car. We use the ODE 
physics engine. A rendering engine, OGRE, visualizes the 
graphics of the simulation, i.e., the car moving along the track. 
In addition, Gazebo integrates with various plugins, that 
allows us to use the camera as a sensor and simulate multiple 
light sources.

Optimization of 
Reinforcement Learning 
for Deepracer
Due to high sample complexity and safety requirements, it is 
common to train the RL agent in simulation [4, 8, 28]. To 
reduce training time and encourage exploration, the agent is 
usually trained with distributed rollouts [29, 30, 31, 32]. For 
a successful transfer to the real world, researchers use calibra-
tion [5, 33], domain randomization [34, 35, 36, 15], fine tuning 
with real world data [12], and learn features from a combina-
tion of simulation and real data [37, 38].

 FIGURE 2  AWS DeepRacer robocar educational platform 
to learn and develop deep reinforcement learning policies 
trained in simulation for autonomous 1/18th scale robocar 
racing in real world.
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 FIGURE 3  The block diagram of how several cloud services 
are utilized to train a reinforcement learning agent that learns 
to drive in a simulation environment using deep 
neural networks.
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Transformation of 
Deepracer Inference and 
Pid Optimization for Full 
Size Autonomous Vehicle 
Control
It was important to understand how the AWS DeepRacer infer-
ence process worked. First, the state of the environment (raw 
image) is processed and sent to the inference engine. The infer-
ence engine is a ROS node which has access to the trained RL 
model and the action space settings for that model. Inference 
results are a vector of Class Labels and Probabilities for each 
Class. The Class Labels are mapped to the Action Space settings. 
The Class Label with the highest probability is chosen and sent 
to a ROS node for Navigation. The Navigation ROS node trans-
lates the selected action space setting (the Class with the highest 
probability that was chosen during inference) into Steering 
Angle and Throttle Position values which are published to topics 
that enable Autonomous Vehicle Control in the DeepRacer vehicle.

To use the DeepRacer RL models on our production Kia 
Niro, we  began with an analysis of the Robot Operating 
System (ROS) libraries created by Polysync’s [39] module for 
autonomous vehicle control. ROS was selected as the prefered 
middleware since DeepRacer was developed with it and 
DriveKit supports it. The Polysync ROSCCO node provides 
a list of ROS topics to enable control of a full size car. These 
were /SteeringCommand, /ThrottleCommand and /
BrakeCommand. Using these topics, we wrote an Integration 
and Transformation node to send drive predictions from the 
Navigation node of the DeepRacer to the ROSCCO topics.

Approach for Interpreting 
Deepracer Inference 
Predictions
An RL model was trained using the AWS DeepRacer console 
based on the Re:Invent 2018 track as the agent interaction 
world. We subsequently loaded this model to a physical 1/18th 
scale robocar while disabling the robocar’s servo controls. 
We wrote a simple python script to subscribe to DeepRacer’s 
“Auto Drive” topic and sent the output for logging. Once 
we  started the DeepRacer robocar, “Steering Angle” and 
“Throttle Float64” messages could be seen being sent to the 
logs. “Steering Angle” is a real number between -1 to +1 and 
“Throttle” is a value between 0 to 1.

Control Design for 
Autonomous Operation 
of the Full Size Car
For steering, we noticed that when values were sent as-is from 
DeepRacer to ROSCCO, it resulted in an erratic and wild 
steering behavior in the full size car. Considering the 
DeepRacer vehicle is 1/18th scale, abrupt steering changes are 
acceptable as it autonomously drives around the track with 
the goal maintaining all wheels on the track. However for the 
full size car, this erratic movement was not acceptable driving 
behavior. After extensive testing and experimenting with 
various configurations, we setup a proportional, integral, 
derivative (PID) controller for steering with the following 
settings that helped correct the steering behavior to 
acceptable limits:

 K p = 0 20.  

 Ki = 0 0025.  

 Kd = 0 0025.  

 Upper Limit = 0 20.  

 Lower Limit = −0 20.  

 FIGURE 4  RL and Command and Control chart.
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 FIGURE 5  Polysync and DeepRacer Software Stacks 
Integrated on the Vehicle.
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 max Loop Frequency = 25 

AWS DeepRacer predictions provide control values for 
Steering and Throttle only as the car used is a 1/18th scale 
electric car with a Servo motor. This works well on this scale 
of car as the momentum of the robocar does not require an 
active braking system. With a full size car however, properly 
controlling both Throttle and Braking were critical. To use 
the DeepRacer predictions, braking values had to be derived 
from test data. This solution comprised of setting up two addi-
tional PID controllers, one each for Throttle and Brake. The 
inputs to these PID controllers were derived based on the 
differential between two consecutive throttle predictions from 
the DeepRacer node. If there was a positive differential 
(Current DeepRacer Throttle - Last DeepRacer Throttle), the 
new Throttle Position was sent to the input topic of the Throttle 
PID controller. If the differential was negative, the new 
Throttle Position was sent to the input of the Brake PID 
controller. After experimentation with several configurations 
and tests, the following values were chosen for the PID setup:

 K p = 0 20.  

 Ki = 0 0020.  

 Kd = 0 0015.  

 Upper Limit = 0 2.  

 Lower Limit = −0 5.  

 max Loop Frequency = 25 

An additional ROS node was written to subscribe to the 
PID Control outputs for Steering, Throttle, Brake and these 
are published to the respective topics in the ROSCCO nodes 
for enabling autonomous vehicle control.

Other Considerations
We conducted tests to extract the Steering and Throttle 
position feedback from the full size car and use this as a 
parameter to compute differential for PID Control inputs, 
however the tests remained inconclusive. We will continue to 
run these tests to determine the optimal configuration settings 
for our experimentation.

Results
A two day test event was conducted at the MAC Track which 
is a technical kart track in Oregon. It was perfect for our appli-
cations as it contained a technical layout while being suitable 
for our tests since we limited the vehicle to 20 MPH for safety 
and controllability. The AWS DeepRacer RL model controlled 
the steering, braking, braking during the test while a safety 
driver ensured safe operation and a computer operator that 
setup and ran the system.

Additional tests were conducted on the images collected 
during the track test to quantify the simulation-to-real world 
transfer success. We trained 17 RL models on various tracks 
in the simulation environment without augmenting the 
training data with the real world images or digital version of 
the real world track. A detailed discussion on the training and 
evaluation of these models in the simulation environment is 
in [40]. We ran the RL model in inference mode with inputs 
as images from the real world and the output as the discrete 
action with the highest probability to achieve a reward.

The number images for a single loop along the track was 
around 1700. We annotated the images with respect to the 
manual driving to obtain the ground truth. To evaluate the 
performance of the simulation-to-real world transfer of the 
models, we calculated the ratio of images when the output of 
the RL model matched the ground truth. The percentage of 
matching discrete actions for each model is shown in Figure 
6. The best model matches the discrete actions to the ground 
truth annotations with 92% probability without training on 
the real world images from the track. All the models match 
the discrete actions to the ground truth annotation with a 
minimum of 60%.

The best model was trained on two simulated racing 
tracks, namely Tokyo and London loops available in the AWS 
DeepRacer console, and shadows were added with 20% prob-
ability during training in simulation to increase the robust-
ness of the model. This indicates that certain types of noise is 
more effective than others. For example, salt-and-pepper or 
sharpening have not resulted in better performance. More 
interestingly, the next 4 models with %80 match probability 
have not included any noise augmentation. Another inter-
esting result is that the deeper neural network performance 
is worse than the shallow neural networks with noise 
or regularization.

 FIGURE 6  The percentage of matching discrete actions for 
each RL model for a single loop around the real world track
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To deep dive into understanding the differences in the 
models and determine the best model for future testing, 
we use Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-
CAM) in [41] visualization. Grad-CAM applies to CNNs used 
in reinforcement learning, without any architectural changes 
or re-training. Grad-CAM uses the gradients of any target 
concept, flowing into the final convolutional layer to produce 
a coarse localization map highlighting the important regions 
in the image for predicting the concept. We generated the 
localization maps for the best model with the shallow network 
as well as the deep neural network model as shown in Figure 
7. The warmer the colors at a particular location, the more 
impact (higher gradients) that location has on the concept. 
Therefore, according to the location maps in Figure 7, the 
deeper model (maps in the right column) is frequently 
distracted by objects outside the track. The shallow network 
is better at tuning these out. Therefore, a trade-off between 
shallow and deeper networks exists with respect to the depen-
dence of the concept on the granularity of the task.

Conclusion
Machine learning has an exciting and relevant application in 
autonomous vehicles. Reinforcement learning specifically has 
many key advantages over previously attempted deep neural 

network approaches. For the deep neural network approach, 
it took thousands of real images with many hours of training 
in order to obtain results that worked but were less than ideal. 
Using reinforcement learning, we expect to accomplish better 
results without the need for collecting real imagery. This alone 
can be a large hurdle a vehicle, sensors, and a test track all need 
to be obtained first. And then all the testing has to be done on 
a physical track to evaluate the model’s performance. 
Reinforcement learning has allowed us to start in software, 
evaluate results, and minimize the time on the track. Since 
we are able to get an understanding of the expected results 
before testing on the track, we are also able to better utilize 
our limited track time and focus on improvements and results.

We plan to continue expanding this research by building 
on the work this team has done as well as what the DeepRacer 
team is doing. By taking the data recorded on the track and 
creating a simulation of the track, we hope to achieve much 
better performance and start being able to generalize results. 
DeepRacer has expanded their work to create head-to-head 
racing vehicles trained in reinforcement learning. Expanding 
research in both of these areas and applying everything to a 
full size vehicle should continue to prove that reinforcement 
learning has a unique advantage in autonomous vehicles. 
Future research could be conducted to help develop additional 
control methodologies, improve strategies for autonomous 
vehicle racing, or adapt control strategies to new scenarios 
where the system is able to apply past knowledge with prior 
experience in the current scenario. With developer focused 
systems for autonomous vehicles, these can be  explored 
further in future research.
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